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Managers Update To The Community- January 31, 2021
CONTINUE TO READ UPDATES ONLINE AT: RADBURN.ORG - We invite all residents to
log on to Radburn.org at your earliest convenience to create an account.
COVID – We ask that all residents be diligent by wearing masks where necessary in
public and being cognizant of washing hands, etc. as it is being noted Covid is on the
rise in the Borough as well as the region.
The management staff (Janet, Anna and Rene) would like to thank the Board of
Trustees and all the volunteers who work together to make Radburn Association the
thriving community that it is. Our new board members have stepped in to their roles in
the continual process of overseeing the workings of the Association – thank you!
Another personal thank you to the Board and team members for their good wishes
and support as I heal from my injury.
Walkways - Partial phase 1 has been completed, along with the much needed drainage solutions and repairs.
We wound up completing an additional section that was to be part of the next phase repairs in B park – which
we accelerated due to storm damage – we also had to repair a storm drain in R park. We hope to get out in the
springtime to review the second half of phase 1 for the next repairs.
Upcoming projects - We will begin repointing the bricks at the tennis court (spring), then we will repaint the
wall. We will be replacing the wood fascia along the roof for the R pool house. We hope to provide some
upgrades inside of the pool houses relating to plumbing and ventilation as well. These will be early spring
projects.
Home Maintenance - Radburn Association would like to ask homeowners to be sure to keep their homes clear
of trash and their cans put away after every pick up, personal items such as bicycles, etc. need to be stored
inside closed garages overnight - your homes are close to each other so your neighbors really appreciate your
cooperation to help keep your property values up and Radburn Beautiful. How you maintain your home will
affect your neighbors resale – there are a small minority of homes that have maintenance issues to address at
their home. As we have reached out - some of the homes have been cooperative with cleaning up around their
property. Whether it’s trimming shrubs, cleaning leaves, trash, repairing declined broken parts of their home,
etc. we are glad to see the cooperation of some. There are other homes that are not responsive. As we look to
clean up and repair the common areas that are shared we also would like to have the homes cooperate as well.
Radburn is getting the attention as a historic community from grant agencies etc. and as we are able - (post
Covid) - we would love to have interested guests touring and seeing the beautiful parks and homes that make
Radburn so special. Policies and procedures are working on a bylaw which will assist in getting the cooperation
of getting those homeowners (some who may have tenants occupying) do what is necessary to maintain their

homes. Here are some sample pictures (not necessarily in Radburn – for privacy) of the types of issues we
seek to address :

Some reminders for Radburn members - Please be sure to have your Real estate agent, or yourself - contact
the office prior to your closing on the sale of your home so that we can be sure that the new owner gets the
proper documentation they need for their closing.
Did you know ?? There are a few small walkways located between homes that are actually private walkways of
the adjoining home. Not every homeowner is open to people walking there, so we suggest taking the larger
common paths.
Radburn Crossings- A warm welcome to all the new members moving in to your homes at the Crossings. Hang
in there during construction. Feel free to reach out to your managing agent Integra, or to Radburn Association
if you need information on the parks and programs, etc.
Architectural Guidelines and Applications – The architectural committee and volunteers on a special
architectural committee have been working hard on clarifying and defining the guidelines for changes to your
homes. Once this is reviewed and approved by the board we will be mailing this out to all owners as a reference
of approved exterior modifications/changes.
Any exterior modifications must be submitted with an architectural application to the office – BEFORE you
begin any projects. This includes tree removals, or if you are planning on putting any structure outside your
home. We also need to know that the Borough permits are being applied for as well - where required. You can
apply online at Radburn.org to expedite the process - you can upload your application and pictures - under the
members page, then click Radburn Architecture. Please call the office first with any questions to be sure all
would be approved. Thank you!
See you out and about!

😊 Janet

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Virtual Open Board Meeting / ZOOM Tuesday February 16 , 2021 7:00 pm
The next Open Meeting of the Board will take place on Tuesday ,
February 16, 2021, This will be, once again, an online meeting.
All members are invited. In order to participate in this meeting
Members need to register before the meeting:
Click Below to Register for this meeting:

https://www.radburn.org/february-16-2021--open-board-meeting.html
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Radburn Association and Welcome Committee would like to invite you, our New Residents to a
Virtual Welcome Tea! Sunday February 21, 2021 - 2 pm
https://www.radburn.org/virtual-welcome-tea.html
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Best of Luck to Luis and Welcome to Ricardo!
We wish Luis ( in the yellow coat) a warm
farewell as he has chosen to go down
another path with his work!!
We want to thank Jonathan, founder and
owner of AYIH Maintenance Company for
replacing Luis with Ricardo!
Ricardo has only been here for a short time while
working as a Team Player, Luis and Jonathan
introduced him to the parks while the office staff is
supporting him. He has slid right into the position
without missing a beat! Lets Welcome Ricardo!
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Summer 2021

The Radburn Association is already planning for the summer. We understand that last summer was
disappointing, but the board had to base its difficult decisions on the executive orders from the State as well as
the direction of the Fair Lawn Health Department. Although Covid-19 restrictions may still impact our
community this summer, the Board and Management are moving forward with plans for our pools and
children’s programs. What follows is an update on what we have done so far. Additionally, the Board has
agreed to make all final decisions regarding pools and summer programs this year by May 1st so that
the staff and community may plan for their summer accordingly.
Here is an update on the pools and summer programs for this summer:
POOLS: We have hired a new company - American Pools - to manage our pools. We will be paying a similar
amount for their work this year as we paid to our former pool company in 2019. American is already monitoring
the pool chemistry in our pools this winter.
We think the company has the technical expertise necessary to keep our pools operating properly. We also
think there will be an improvement in managing our lifeguard staff. For example:
● Lifeguards will be trained and certified in our pools this year. (The reimbursement policy from 2019 will
remain in effect.)
● Lifeguard staff will be supplemented when necessary by additional staff from American Pools.
● Lifeguards will be trained in COVID protocols. American Pools opened other pools under those
protocols last year, so they are well-prepared to do this special training.
● Lifeguards who wish to earn more money will have the opportunity to work for American Pools at other
pool sites.
We have met with American Pools to outline our expectations for orientation, scheduling, and communication
with staff. They understand our concerns and have been receptive to our recommendations.
This year we will be using Cellbadge to verify residents in our pools. If you registered last year you will not
have to do it again. If you haven’t registered you will need to do so, if you want to use the pools in 2021. The
office will send out information on Cellbadge registration and the application process to be a Radburn lifeguard
very soon. The pandemic notwithstanding, we will do all we can to make this summer at the pools enjoyable for
our residents.

SUMMER PROGRAMS: Last year the Borough of Fair Lawn cancelled its summer camp program because of
the Pandemic. The protocols for safe operation of the camp were just too difficult to implement. We cancelled
our in-person summer children’s programs also. This summer we hope to be able to offer some in-person
programs (with modifications) including Tot Lot, Playgroup, CiT, Tot Swim, Swim Team and water aerobics. The
office is regularly in touch with the local health department regarding any updates to restrictions due to
COVID-19. We will keep you informed of any updates from the borough and/or the state. Unfortunately, at this
point, we can not guarantee the programs, but we are thinking positively and are very hopeful that protocols
will change as vaccinations begin to be expedited by the state and federal government. Our first priority is
always the safety of our staff and children.
In the meantime, the office has begun to reach out to senior summer staff in preparation. We are looking for a
new Health Director. The Radburn Recreation Health Director must be an adult and either a physician,
registered nurse, or licensed practical nurse authorized to practice in the state of New Jersey; or an individual
who is certified in advanced first aid and CPR such as a paramedic, or emergency medical technician. Please
contact the office if you are interested.
We will soon be applying for our State Youth Camp Certification and setting up registration in CampBrain to be
opened in early March. If you registered last year, you will not need to create a new account, but you will need
to register each child for the 2021 season, and you must accept all rules and waivers. It is extremely
important, especially this year, to provide us with your child(ren)’s most up-to-date Immunization (or an
acceptable letter of exemption) AND Universal Healthcare forms. This is a state mandate and no child will be
able to attend Tot Lot, Playgroup or CiT if we do not have this information prior to the start of the

programs. Trips or evening events will not be listed since it is unlikely that we will be able to provide these
options this summer. If things should drastically change prior to the start of summer, we will announce that
trips and/or events are posted in CampBrain and you will be able to enter your account to register (and pay) for
options that are available for your child(ren). Please be cognizant of all deadlines so planning and staffing can
be done properly.
The office and summer staff will be working diligently to provide the best and safest summer programs, if
possible, under such extreme circumstances. Please stay healthy and safe and thank you so much for your
patience and understanding.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Radburn Pool 2021
Lifeguard Employment Application 2021
Established in 2010, Guard for Life is a national program from American
Pool and we hire more than 8,000 lifeguards each year. Guard for Life
provides a great sense of community and inclusiveness across the
United States for our lifeguards and staff combined. Our goal is to
provide an exciting work experience where you will develop skills that
last a lifetime, gain
professional confidence and experience, and have room for advancement!

Our Lifeguards are our biggest assets.
Thank you for taking the time to learn more about employment
opportunities at Guard For Life.
We have been providing quality pool management and lifeguard
staffing services for decades. Because we service so many pools throughout the Eastern United States, Guard
For Life is capable of providing an enriching experience where our smart young professionals can interact with
people from many cultures and demographics. From the cities to the suburbs, employees are placed in
positions of responsibility, in which they can provide a high level of service for guests that deserve a safe place
to swim. Our lifeguards serve as role models for the youth in our communities and pride themselves in making
a difference.
https://www.radburn.org/lifeguard-employment-application-2021.html
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Ryokuen-toshi Wintertime Landscape Photos of 2021
https://www.radburn.org/ryokuen-toshi-japan.html

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Radburn Commercial Page Application

We are compiling our Annual “Commercial Page” for

the February 2021 Bulletin and updating the Website. If you are a Radburn resident and would like to have
your services included or need the 2020 information updated , please complete the form below by February 15,
2021. Thank you! https://www.radburn.org/2021-commercial-page.html Any questions Contact Rene Testa
Adams , Activities & Lifestyle Director

Radburn Authors Highlight - Calling all Radurn Authors!
We would love to feature your Book with your neighbors of the
Radburn Community in the Bulletin and on the Radburn Website!
Whether its a Fiction or Romance Novel, Educational , Comedy ,
Historic, Children or Inspirational! Please submit for review the
name of the Book, Link for purchase , Biography and a Photo to
Rene Testa Adams , Radburn Director of Activities &
Lifestyle, rtestaadams@taylormgt.com. Can’t wait to hear from
you!

Title: Do I Need My Head Examined or Just a New
Pair of Running Shoes
Radburn Author: Mitchell Milch, LCS
………. is a Masters level licensed clinical social worker and a
graduate of a psychoanalytic institute. He's been a sole
practitioner in full time private practice since 2006.

Do I Need My Head Examined or Just a New Pair of Running Shoes? is the culmination of Mitchell’s years
writing articles on the healthy mindsets required to transcend the relentless assaults of psychological trauma
on our optimal levels of functioning. This memoir is his unvarnished transparent journey out of despair by
letting go of survival strategies rendered obsolete and maladaptive over time.
With purpose, determination, and vision he re-visits the pivotal events that shaped his damaging narrative, then
re-interprets and revises them to heal historical wounds that for decades were an
obstacle to his rebirth and reinvention. Mitchell’s saga of making peace with his
demons is alternately poignant and laugh out loud funny.
Consistent with his insatiable appetite to expand his horizons, you can find Mitchell
these days composing pop/folks songs streaming on multiple platforms including
YouTube, Spotify, Apple Music, etc.
Mitchell has been a resident of Fair Lawn since 2003 and since 2009, the owner of a
townhouse in Radburn he occupies with his wife Laura. If you live by Radburn’s R Park
behind Fair Lawn Avenue and don’t recognize Mitchell by name, you undoubtedly
know him as the senior citizen running sprints on Warren Road.

Link for purchase:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0692818405?pf_rd_r=8S57GTTGYR19CGDXK4J3&pf_rd_p=5ae2c7f8-e0
c6-4f35-9071-dc3240e894a8

Virtual Zoom BOOK CLUB MEETING Thursday February 18 , 2021 8:00 pm

Famous Father Girl: A Memoir of Growing
Up Bernstein by Jamie Bernstein
In Famous Father Girl, Bernstein mines the emotional
depths of her childhood and invites us into her family’s
private world. A fantastic set of characters populates the Bernsteins’ lives,
including: the Kennedys, Mike Nichols, John Lennon, Richard Avedon, Stephen
Sondheim, Jerome Robbins, and Betty (Lauren) Bacall.
An intoxicating tale, Famous Father Girl is an intimate meditation on a complex and
sometimes troubled man, the family he raised, and the music he composed that
became the soundtrack to their entwined lives. Deeply moving and often hilarious, Bernstein’s beautifully
written memoir is a great American story about one of the greatest Americans of the modern age.
To Join - Register Here https://www.radburn.org/virtual-book-club.html
Or Contact Rene Testa Adams , Activities & Lifestyle Director

ZOOM TRIVIA - Ally Toomey
Join your neighbors for some fun, virtual
competition without having to leave your home.
Play as an individual or a team, with one Zoom

login per household! . Trivia questions will cover categories like history, science, pop culture, music, movies,
sports, video games, and more. You can choose to play once or all three times! Click Here to register :
https://www.radburn.org/zoom-trivia.html February 11th @ 8pm

March 11th @ 8pm

Radburn Getting to know your Neighborhood Series: If you would like to recommend someone to be
interviewed - feel free to let us know!
https://www.radburn.org/getting-to-know-your-neighborhoods-series.html
Radburn is such a historical Community, not only because of the Landmarks - but because of
each one of YOU! In talking to residents we thought it would be a wonderful tribute to each and
everyone - to hear your unique stories. Tell us: When did you first move into Radburn? How did you
hear about Radburn? What did you do for a living/Profession ? What is your dream job-if you can
be anything that you wanted? What are your hobbies? What is your favorite type of music/ song?
Also,please feel free to provide some photos that correspond to your Stories - pictures speak a
thousand words!

Do you know Ally Toomey? Interview and Video Complete - Release Coming Soon
Do you know Pernell S. Brice? Friday February 5th

Do you know Linda & Ron Coll ? Friday February 12, 2020 2PM

2020 Playgroup / Tot Lot Program
Stay Tuned More to Follow
●

ANNUAL VISIT TO THE DOCTOR - A reminder to save your child

(children’s) UPDATED Immunizations and Universal Health Records for 2020
PLAYGROUP / Tot Lot / CIT Registration

●

In search of Health Director The Radburn Recreation Health Director must be an adult and either a
physician, registered nurse, or licensed practical nurse authorized to practice in the state of New
Jersey; or an individual who is certified in advanced first aid and CPR such as a paramedic, or
emergency medical technician. The Health Director is responsible for ensuring the health of all
participants and staff at Playgroup/Tot Lot. In addition to his/her duties as Health Director, when not
dealing with a medical/health/injury situation, this person will assist the Camp Director as needed.
Click Here to Apply:
https://www.radburn.org/health-director---2021-radburm-summer-camp-application.html
Any questions Contact Rene Testa Adams , Activities & Lifestyle Director

Congratulations to Daniel Israelsson our Summer Youth Camp
Certification and Registration Specialist:
Daniel will be in charge of NJ Youth Camp certification for Playgroup,
Tot Lot and CIT programs and working under/ with the Camp Director
and Rene , Radburn Activities Director.

Some of his responsibilities are be:
● Ensure that these summer programs meet all requirements for summer youth camp state certification
by the borough and state. This includes, but is not limited to, all documentation and physical
requirements.
● Also schedule and complete certification with the health department
and be in charge of registration for Playgroup, Tot Lot and CiT
program.
● Set up the registration in CampBrain, launch it, monitor registrations,
deal with any registration issues and ensure that we have all forms
from registered children and all documents are updated for
certification.
● Plus
We are so excited to welcome Daniel into this Position - He is going to be very successful !
Congratulations Daniel

Join the Fun ~ Recreation Committee: Our Hope is that 2021 will continue to evolve and start getting back to
spending time with our Family, Friends and Radburn Neighbors.We dream of gathering at Music in the Park,
Movies under the Stars, Earth Day, Easter Egg Hunt , Family Day , Adult Halloween Party, Pumpkin blaze and
Holiday Boutique. To only name a few. Come join us as we are getting ready for the possibilities! ( Keep your
Fingers Crossed ) Contact Rene Testa Adams , Activities & Lifestyle Director @ rtestaadams@taylormgt.com
or 201-796-1300

Radburnites volunteers
Join the Family Day Committee
( Keep your Fingers Crossed )
Starting 7 PM Friday July 16, 2021 & Saturday July 17, 2021
The Radburn Association's Biggest Event of the Year is getting ready - we are hoping that COVID19 will be in
the past! For over 40 years(Family day @ home in 2020) - The Radburn Community not only enjoys the
Extraordinary Annual Event,, YOU, the Radburnites volunteering all come together to participate in making this
happen. We could not and would not - want to do it without you! It is so much enjoyment to work side by side
with your neighbors! !
Let's all take a moment to remember the FUN, Friday Night DJ till 11PM, Late Night Swimming , Pie eating
contest, traditional Hula Hoop contest, Food Trucks, Bake Sale , Glow Stick. Saturday Morning we start off with
Yoga in the Park, Dance Fitness, Men’s Softball, trackless train, petting zoo, spin art and face painting. We
continue with Swimming, the annual Egg Toss (This is easily the largest egg toss you will ever participate in
thanks to the Ringer Family!) and end with Fire Co. #4 Hose down! Evening festivities begin at 6:00pm

Register for our 2nd Annual
Virtual Talent Show

Showcase Premier Friday March 26, 2021 3pm
We would like Radburn neighbors to share their talents with each other and with our local
nursing homes. Please submit a video of no more than 6 minutes. We will compile a Variety Show
Video to send to the local nursing homes and to share with our community. PrePare Submit
3-6-minute mp4 via https://wetransfer.com/ or Youtube Video to by Monday March 22, 2021

●

Leonard Hayden, age 72 of West Harwich, MA, formerly of
Radburn, Fair Lawn, NJ, passed away on Wednesday,
January 13, 2021. Beloved son of Stanley Hayden and the
late May.

Devoted father of Pamela Douglas and Trevor

Hayden. Cherished grandfather of Noah and Quinn Hayden
and Tyler, Casey May and Lila Douglas. Dear brother of
Hilary Levenson.

Memorial donations in memory of

Leonard Hayden may be made to COPD Foundation.

● Peter Andrews Jr., aka "Ace", beloved father, husband and incorrigible performer, passed away Feb.
3rd at 90 years old. Peter spent the majority of his professional career in television production, as a
director and producer of soap operas, and lived most of his life in Radburn, NJ. He was known for his
ebullient, creative spirit and effortless wit; notorious for corny humor and unapologetic hamminess.
In his retirement he performed at nursing homes with the Agape Roadshow, and was not above
donning an outrageous costume while singing and doing slapstick for a laugh. He was also a
legendary substitute teacher, famous for his light discipline and stirring rendition of "Chiquita
Banana". He was a delightful and doting parent, full of imaginative games and stories, and often
candy in his pockets. He enjoyed playing tennis and running through the neighborhood parks
barefoot. He was a master of making sweet and funny cards for all occasions with doodles and
poems and ingenious rhymes, sending handmade Christmas cards for 60 years. He was a collector
of fall leaves and tiny wildflowers. He is survived by his wonderful wife Christine, son Peter,
daughters Christine, Jennifer, Kathleen and Nicole, and twelve grandchildren. He will be lovingly
remembered as an extraordinary man of sensitivity, kindness and fun, with his huge heart lightly and
joyfully worn on his sleeve. Truly one-of-a-kind.

